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Program
Fredag d. 21/7
20:00 - Virtual players meeting. Preliminary groups are ready.
Link to players meeting: https://youtube.com/live/ALGHXrJXqno?feature=share

Saturday 22nd
Grupper: Announced 21st through PDGA tournament site
07:30 - 8:00 Registration/Players Packages at Eghjorten
08:30 Tee off
12:00 Eghjorten - going to Fredtoften
Lunch - about 45 minutes from last group has left Eghjorten. Groups are announced at TC Fredtoften and via Facebook.
Groups available in PDGA tournament site.
Groups round 2: Will be added
TBA Prize ceremony
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Contact info/Locations
TD: René Mikkelsen - rene.mikkelsen@gmail.com - +45 4050 1985
Eghjorten: Jespervej 309, Hillerød. Tournament Central by the office at hole 1a
Fredtoften: Fredtoftevej, Kokkedal, Tournament Central by white tee, hole 2

Partners/Sponsirs
Become a sponsor - contact TD - rene.mikkelsen@gmail.com for yout logo here

mailto:rene.mikkelsen@gmail.com
mailto:rene.mikkelsen@gmail.com
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Round 1 - Eghjorten
All holes are played as the teesigns say with below modifications/remarks. Note. hole 7 is not playable for safely reasons.
Hole 1a - Please be aware of children playing in the tree on the fairway.
Hole 2 - No mandatory
Hole 3 - OB over the fence to the right and behind the basket
Hole 4 - Played to the long basket, par 4
Hole 5 - To the original basket (short, right)
Hole 6 - To the original basket (straight, left)
Hole 7 - Not playable, follow the signs to hole 8
Hole 8 - Channel along the fairway is casual water (if there is water present)
Hole 9 - Send spotter on to the road. Road behind the basket and over is OB.
Hole 10 - Road and beyond on the left is OB
Hole 12 - Marked mandatory must be passed on the right from white tee. If mandatory is missed, re-tee with

penalty. OB on and over the road on the right by the basket
Hole 13 - Road and beyond on the right is OB. Water (drains and any puddles) is casual water.
Hole 14 - Mandatory has to the passed to the right. By missed mandatory, play from marked dropzone with penalty. Bog on
the right is OB. Any present sticks do not mark OB. Drains and puddles are casual water. Basket in play is on the right side.
Hole 15 - Bog is OB. Is the disc completed surrounded by water with connection to the bog, the disc is OB. Separate

puddles are casual water.
Hole 16 - OB in the bog. Par 4, basket on the right.
Hole 17 - No OB on the path behind the basket, only over the fence.
Hole 18 - CTP competition for yellow tee players, sponsored by Juris Abele
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Round 2 - Fredtoften
All holes are played as the tee signs say, with below modifications/remarks. Please note, there is no smoking/vaping allowed
at Fredtoften. It is possible to smoke on the road by hole 12 and in the corner at the tournament central.
Hole 1 - OB over the fence, long
Hole 2 - OB over the fence right side of the fairway
Hole 3 - Ring the bell when the hole is clear
Hole 6 - OB in and over the stream. If your discs ends on the other side of the stream, please wait until you play these holes
or until after the round to collect the disc. OB marked with white sticks.
Hole 7 - OB in and over the stream. If the sticks are missing, the edge of the water marks OB, but you get relief until flat
ground (agree with group). If OB in the drive, the dropzone is the center circle. Regular OB rules after the drive/DZ throw.
Hole 8 - Everyone plays from yellow tee to manage the flow. OB in the stream
Hole 9 - OB IN and OVER the stream.
Hole 11 - OB in the stream
Hole 12 - Road and over is OB. Is the disc on any grass connected to fairway, the disc is safe. Yellow tee-signs marks

mandatory that has to be passed to the left. Dropzone is yellow tee eres venstre om. Dropzone er gul tee.
Hole 13 - Is the disc surrounded by water in the hole on the left, it is OB. If there is no water in the hole, the disc is played

from where it lies with no penalty
Hole 15 - OB over the fence behind the basket
Hole 18 - Please be mindful of players on hole 1
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Scoring is in PDGA Live,
URL til scores interface: https://pdga.com/score
Følg livescore her: https://pdga.com/live
Kode til Livescoring annonceres lørdag morgen.

https://pdga.com/score
https://pdga.com/live

